1. Beams should be sized in accordance with accepted structural practices. Maximum deflection of beam under unit to be 1/360 of unit length not to exceed 1/2" [13mm].
2. Deflection may be calculated by using 55% of the operating weight as a uniform load on each beam. See certified print for operating weight.
3. Support beams and anchor hardware are to be furnished by others. Anchor hardware to be ASTM A325 5/8" [16mm] bolt or equivalent.
4. Beams must be located under the full length of the pan section.
5. Supporting beam surface must be level. Do not level the unit by placing shims between the unit mounting flange and the supporting beam.
6. The factory recommended steel support configuration is shown. Consult the factory for alternate support configurations.
7. Unit should be positioned on steel such that the anchoring hardware fully penetrates the beam's flange and clears the beam's web.
8. When vibration isolation is required, the vibration isolators (by others) must be located under the supporting beams and not between the supporting steel beams and the unit.
9. Dimensions listed as follows: English ft-in [metric] mm

NOTES: